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CNF Recognized Amongst the City’s FastestGrowing Companies
SAN ANTONIO 29 June 2017 – CNF Technologies, a trusted government partner and respected provider of
innovative cyber technologies and capabilities, was named as one of the fastest growing companies in San
Antonio by the San Antonio Business Journal. CNF is a comprehensive integration and system engineering small
business, specializing in a full spectrum of defensive and offensive cyber operations. With over 30% growth,
CNF ranked amongst the top companies in San Antonio. CNF’s talented and skilled employees have made this
achievement possible. With continued growth and an average 95% retention rate since 2005, CNF has become
a known employer of choice throughout the cyber industry. This ability to attract and retain cyber professionals
provides CNF’s customers with the expertise, innovation and consistency needed for on-time deliverables,
superior situational awareness, and continuity of operations.
Assisting cyber defenders in our Nation’s Security, CNF is solving the most complex challenges within the
cyber domain. Our ability to rapidly develop and deploy cyber capabilities enables the Department of Defense
(DoD) to achieve various military objectives in cyberspace. Around the world, we deploy cyber defense
platforms that prevent persistent threats from impacting military operations for each of the DoD Combatant
Commands. Our development, enhancement, and operationalization of cutting-edge technologies into various
cyber weapon systems enable cyber operations. CNF’s expertise and contributions range from incident
response and detection, forensics and reverse engineering, to eliminating adversarial threats. Our specialized
technical assessments are derived from different intelligence disciplines, cyber operations, and mission sets;
which are then consolidated into cyber threat assessments for key decision makers within the intelligence
community.
“In the ever-changing cyber domain, our willingness to take risk, accept the utmost challenges, and to
differentiate ourselves through innovative techniques strengthens our customer-oriented culture and prevents
complacency. We have built a reputation of delivering what we promise and exceeding our customer’s
expectations. We attribute this our extremely talented, enthusiastic, and experienced workforce”
-Roxanne Ramirez, CEO
-###About CNF Technologies
CNF is a top cybersecurity provider in San Antonio Texas. Applying exceptional expertise and extensive
experience, CNF is a proven provider in developing, testing, fielding, sustaining, and employing Cyber weapon
systems and technologies for Offensive and Defensive Cyber Operations, Cybersecurity Risk Management, and
support to Law Enforcement and Counterintelligence operations. CNF’s rapid prototyping capability produces
state of art cyber defense platforms enabling efficient and all-encompassing cybersecurity for Department of
Defense (DoD) enterprises, information, and infrastructure. CNF’s CEO, Roxanne Ramirez, is dedicated to
customer mission success, employee fulfillment, and giving back to the San Antonio community.
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